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	Preparing for the Worst: A Comprehensive Guide to Protecting Your Family from Terrorist Attacks, Natural Disasters, and Other Catastrophes, 9780275996314 (027599631X), Praeger Publishers, 2007

	Preparing for the Worst details the best practices in antiterrorism tactics and preparing for disaster. This book is for typical American families, business travelers, corporate executive management personnel, emergency first responders, school administrators, and local government officials responsible for public safety and emergency management.


	Americans are regularly bombarded with reports of disaster and tragedy in the daily news. Catastrophes like earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, violent crimes, and terrorism are so common and routine that many of us have become numb to the stories. Without a heightened awareness, focused concern, and effective planning, we have lost the edge that can save lives.


	Do you know what you should do to protect your family during a disaster? Does your neighbor have the knowledge required to survive a catastrophic event? Part of the solution is rooted in common sense, but much more depends upon effectively applying learned survival skills. Americans need a helpful reference tool—a Swiss army knife for handling today's threats. This book is that tool.


	A former U.S. Marine and Desert Storm veteran, Schaefer-Jones has experienced calamity firsthand. He is also a concerned husband and the father of three young children. While considering how he would personally handle a disastrous event close to home, he came to realize that a comprehensive how-to guide was not available—until now.
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Managing in the Email Office (Computer Weekly Professional)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2003
Managing the Email Office is for all people who feel email is taking over their lives.  It provides practical help and guidance on how to manage both their own volume of email as well as their organization's.  It will enable you to develop winning ways with email and to re-claim some of those valuable resources which email...

		

Systematic Process Improvement Using ISO 9001:2000 and CMMI(sm)Artech House Publishers, 2003
After observing and experiencing the difficulties associated with selecting,
implementing, and institutionalizing a standard or standards, we have
developed a systematic approach to implementing both ISO 9001:2000 and
theCMMIÒ by capitalizing on their synergy. This approach also allows organizations
to preserve the...

		

Preparing for the Worst: A Comprehensive Guide to Protecting Your Family from Terrorist Attacks, Natural Disasters, and Other CatastrophesPraeger Publishers, 2007

	Preparing for the Worst details the best practices in antiterrorism tactics and preparing for disaster. This book is for typical American families, business travelers, corporate executive management personnel, emergency first responders, school administrators, and local government officials responsible for public safety and emergency...





	

Laptops For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2004
Choose the right laptop, set it up, and hit the road!
Decide what you want your laptop to do,use all its features, and solve problems     

Here's the best advice ever to fall into your lap. From how to unpack the box (yes, it DOES matter!) to being selective about software, managing your power, and protecting your connection, this...


		

Professional SharePoint 2013 AdministrationWrox Press, 2013

	THE THREE AMIGOS ARE BACK together to write another SharePoint Administration book. It feels kind of crazy to know we are done with this process for a third time. With the 2007 edition we had almost no clue what we were doing but we knew that the topic was important. The 2010 edition was painful but a great adventure; when we started I never...


		

Mastering Apache Velocity (Java Open Source Library)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
In the beginning, a Web page was a static entity that provided the same infor
mation to all visitors. Developers soon wanted the ability to provide unique
data for their users. A large assortment of technologies came along to
address this desire--technologies like PHP, ASP, and JSP. While these languages
do solve the problem,...
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